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Bilayer Wigner crystals in a transition metal 
dichalcogenide heterostructure

You Zhou1,2,9, Jiho Sung1,2, Elise Brutschea1, Ilya Esterlis2, Yao Wang2,3, Giovanni Scuri2, 
Ryan J. Gelly2, Hoseok Heo1,2, Takashi Taniguchi4, Kenji Watanabe5, Gergely Zaránd6, 
Mikhail D. Lukin2, Philip Kim2,7, Eugene Demler2,8 ✉ & Hongkun Park1,2 ✉

One of the �rst theoretically predicted manifestations of strong interactions in 
many-electron systems was the Wigner crystal1–3, in which electrons crystallize into a 
regular lattice. The crystal can melt via either thermal or quantum �uctuations4. 
Quantum melting of the Wigner crystal is predicted to produce exotic intermediate 
phases5,6 and quantum magnetism7,8 because of the intricate interplay of Coulomb 
interactions and kinetic energy. However, studying two-dimensional Wigner crystals 
in the quantum regime has often required a strong magnetic �eld9–11 or a moiré 
superlattice potential12–15, thus limiting access to the full phase diagram of the 
interacting electron liquid. Here we report the observation of bilayer Wigner crystals 
without magnetic �elds or moiré potentials in an atomically thin transition metal 
dichalcogenide heterostructure, which consists of two MoSe2 monolayers separated 
by hexagonal boron nitride. We observe optical signatures of robust correlated 
insulating states at symmetric (1:1) and asymmetric (3:1, 4:1 and 7:1) electron doping of 
the two MoSe2 layers at cryogenic temperatures. We attribute these features to bilayer 
Wigner crystals composed of two interlocked commensurate triangular electron 
lattices, stabilized by inter-layer interaction16. The Wigner crystal phases are 
remarkably stable, and undergo quantum and thermal melting transitions at electron 
densities of up to 6 × 1012 per square centimetre and at temperatures of up to about 
40 kelvin. Our results demonstrate that an atomically thin heterostructure is a highly 
tunable platform for realizing many-body electronic states and probing their liquid–
solid and magnetic quantum phase transitions4–8,17.

A Wigner crystal forms when the Coulomb interaction between 
electrons dominates their kinetic energy1. To date, the realization of 
quantum Wigner crystals has often relied on placing a semiconductor 
quantum well in a strong magnetic field9–11. Unlike Wigner’s original pic-
ture1, however, the application of a strong magnetic field quenches the 
electron kinetic energy, altering the competition between the electron 
kinetic energy and interaction energy and strongly favouring full spin 
polarization of electrons. Although hints of Wigner crystals under zero 
magnetic field were detected in GaAs (ref. 18) and AlAs systems (ref. 19), 
unambiguous experimental demonstrations of zero-field quantum 
Wigner crystals have remained a major challenge.

Recent advances in materials growth and heterostructure fabrication 
have enabled the preparation of high-quality heterostructures made 
of transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) monolayers20,21. The large 
effective masses of charge carriers22,23 and weak Coulomb screening 
in TMDs suppress the Fermi energy and enhance electron interactions, 
facilitating the realization of correlated electronic phases at much 

higher electron density12–15,24,25 than in other semiconductors such 
as GaAs (refs. 9–11,18,19). Furthermore, owing to their strong excitonic 
response that is sensitive to the spin and charge states, the electrical 
properties of TMD heterostructures can be optically probed20,21,24–26. 
Indeed, TMD heterostructures with moiré superlattices have been 
used to realize correlated electron solids12–15, sometimes called gen-
eralized Wigner crystals27, aided by the underlying moiré potential at 
particular electron fillings. Compared with Wigner’s original picture, 
in which the symmetry breaking is continuous, the generalized Wigner 
crystals break only discrete symmetry and thus exhibit distinct phase 
transition behaviours.

Charge density control in MoSe2 bilayers
In this work, we create MoSe2 bilayer heterostructures and optically 
investigate the formation of bilayer Wigner crystals at zero magnetic 
field and high electron densities. The heterostructure device D1 consists 
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of two MoSe2 monolayers (with a nominal 0° twist angle) separated by 
a 1-nm-thick hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) layer (Fig. 1a, b, Methods). 
The carrier density in each MoSe2 layer can be independently controlled 
by the external top-gate and bottom-gate voltages, Vtg and Vbg, through 
the top and bottom hBN dielectric layer. Figure 1c and Extended Data 
Fig. 1 show representative photoluminescence (PL) and reflectance 
spectra collected from the MoSe2/hBN/MoSe2 region under various gate 
configurations at temperature T = 4 K. Without external gating, the PL 
spectrum is dominated by sharp neutral intra-layer exciton (X0) emis-
sion, accompanied by much weaker charged exciton (XT) emission. This 

behaviour is similar to that of high-quality intrinsic monolayers28, indi-
cating that both MoSe2 layers maintain their direct bandgap (Extended 
Data Fig. 1). Neither PL nor absorption spectra (Fig. 1c, Extended Data 
Fig. 1) show features attributed to inter-layer excitons, consistent with 
the small electric field between MoSe2 layers and the relatively large 
inter-layer separation25,29.

By doping one layer selectively while keeping the other intrinsic, we 
find that the neutral excitons in the two layers are nearly degenerate 
in energy (Fig. 1c). Moreover, device D1 exhibits small spatial variation 
of the exciton energy (about 1 meV, much smaller than the exciton 
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Fig. 1 | Device structure and full control of carrier density in device D1.  
a, A schematic of the heterostructure cross-section. The two MoSe2 monolayers  
are separated by a 1-nm-thick layer of hBN. The MoSe2/hBN/MoSe2 structure is 
then encapsulated in hBN flakes of 15–20 nm thickness. b, An optical image of a 
MoSe2/hBN/MoSe2 device. The top and bottom MoSe2 monolayer regions 
(t-MoSe2 and b-MoSe2, respectively) are indicated by the yellow and white 
dashed lines, respectively. The solid red lines show the outline of the optically 
transparent, thin, top Pd/Au gates. c, Representative PL spectra of the  
MoSe2/hBN/MoSe2 device measured at 4 K under different gate configurations. 
X0 and XT denote neutral and charged exciton, respectively. d, A 2D map of 

reflectance contrast (colour scale) from the neutral exciton X0 as a function of 
top (Vtg) and bottom (Vbg) gate voltages at 4 K. We normalize the reflectance R 
to its value at the highly doped regime, R0. From the strength of the reflectance, 
we can extract the charge states of the bilayer system. Here we denote the 
charge state as p, i or n (representing hole-doped, neutral or electron-doped, 
respectively), and give it in parentheses in the order top, bottom. The curved 
boundaries of the (p, p) region are due to Schottky contacts to p-type MoSe2 
with large contact resistance. The dashed box represents the voltage range we 
focus on in studies below.
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Fig. 2 | Voltage-dependent reflectance and PL spectra of device D1 in the 
electron-doped regime at 4 K. a, b, 2D maps of neutral exciton X0 reflectance 
contrast R/R0 (a) and integrated X0 PL (b), as a function of Vtg/dtg and Vbg/dbg. 
Here we divide the top- and bottom-gate voltages by the respective hBN 
thicknesses so that the slopes of the linear features correspond to the ratios of 
the electrostatically induced carrier densities in each layer, nt:nb. Features 
denoted as I, II, III and IV can be clearly observed in these maps. We did not plot 
the data in the (i, i) region in a to increase the contrast of the features. c, The 
integrated X0 PL intensity as a function of nt, while nb is kept constant. The lower 

bound of the shaded region represents zero PL intensity for each curve. The 
corresponding bottom-gate voltages for these linecuts are indicated by the 
dashed lines in b. d, The resistance (solid curves) and capacitance (dashed 
curves) of the gated top layer, as a function of nt, while nb is kept constant. These 
values were measured using an optically detected resistance and capacitance 
technique. The enhancement in resistance and reduction in capacitance are 
observed near where nt equals nb (vertical dashed lines) for an electron density 
of up to approximately 1.4 × 1012 cm−2 (see details in Extended Data Fig. 6).
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linewidth) across the entire gated bilayer region (Extended Data Fig. 1). 
These behaviours are different from those in previous studies25, in 
which excitons in the two MoSe2 layers had different energies due to 
stochastic strain built up during sample fabrication. Such strain can 
cause local variations in bandgap energy and charge puddles, which 
can be detrimental to Wigner crystal formation.

We characterize the gate-dependent charge states of the system by 
measuring the reflectance of X0, which is sensitive to the free carrier 
concentration20,21,24–26 in MoSe2 (Fig. 1d, Extended Data Figs. 2, 3). Along 
the line of Vtg = −αVbg (α = dtg/dbg, where dtg (dbg) is the top (bottom) hBN 
thickness), we observe strong X0 reflectance, indicating that both MoSe2 
layers are intrinsic ((i, i) in Fig. 1d). When Vtg and Vbg are of the same 
polarity, both MoSe2 layers are doped, and the reflectance is minimized.

Unexpected insulating states
The charge stability map in Fig. 1d demonstrates full control over the 
carrier densities in each MoSe2 layer. Such precise control enables the 
detailed interrogation of the electronic phases as a function of charge 
density. We focus on the (n, n) region, where both MoSe2 layers are 
electron-doped (the dashed box in Fig. 1d). Remarkably, we observe 
several strong X0 reflectance and PL features at 4 K, denoted as I, II, III 
and IV, which exist at particular Vtg/Vbg ratios and diminish at higher 
voltages (Fig. 2a, b). Along these features, we also observe narrower 
X0 linewidths and reduced XT emission (Extended Data Figs. 1–3, Sup-
plementary Fig. 1). Measurements of D1 at lower temperatures (T < 1 K) 
show yet another feature, V, appearing between I and II (Extended Data 
Fig. 4). Similar behaviour is observed in another MoSe2/hBN/MoSe2 
device, D2, which has a 1.6-nm-thick hBN layer between two MoSe2 
layers (Extended Data Fig. 5).

From the PL data and a capacitance model (see Methods for the car-
rier density estimation based on two independent approaches), we find 
that features I, II, III and IV correspond to top-layer and bottom-layer 
electron filling ratios of nt:nb = (1.0 ± 0.2):1, (4.3 ± 0.4):1, (7.4 ± 0.7):1 and 
1:(4.0 ± 0.4), respectively, where nt (nb) represents the electron density 
in the top (bottom) layer. The feature V observed at T < 1 K (Extended 
Data Fig. 4) corresponds to nt:nb = (3 ± 0.4):1. In Fig. 2c we plot the inte-
grated X0 PL intensity measured at 4 K as a function of nt for different 
nb values. We observe multiple prominent peaks, corresponding to the 
features in Fig. 2b, the positions of which shift with varying nb. This is in 
stark contrast to the situation for large nb (for example, 4.2 × 1012 cm−2 
in Fig. 2c) or for monolayers, in which the X0 PL intensity decreases 
monotonically with increasing doping.

Because the reflectance and PL from X0 depend sensitively on the pres-
ence of free carriers in the system20,21,24–26, the increased intensity of X0 
indicates that unexpected insulating states are formed at these specific 
density ratios, even though both layers are electron-doped. Optically 
detected resistance and capacitance measurements12 further corrobo-
rate the formation of insulating states: as shown in Fig. 2d and Extended 
Data Fig. 6, we find enhanced resistance along the nt:nb = 1 density ratio.

Density and temperature dependence
To disentangle the density-dependent behaviour of the insulating 
states from the intrinsic gate dependence of MoSe2 monolayers20,21,26 
(Extended Data Fig. 7), we introduce a dimensionless parameter δ(nt, nb)  
that characterizes the inter-layer coupling:

δ n n I n n I n I n I( , ) ≡ [ ( , ) − ( ) − ( )]/ (0, 0) (1)t b 0 t b t t b b 0

Here I0(nt, nb) is the device’s total PL intensity from X0, and It(nt) (Ib(nb)) is 
the PL intensity of X0 from only the top (bottom) layer when its electron 
density is nt (nb). When there is no interaction between the two layers, 
δ(nt, nb) should be zero, and the value of δ(nt, nb) therefore quantifies 
the inter-layer interactions.

A two-dimensional (2D) map of δ(nt, nb) in Fig. 3a clearly shows the 
enhancement of δ along the particular filling ratios nt:nb compared 
with other values. Figure 3b shows δ as a function of total electron 
density measured along features I–IV, that is, nt:nb = 1:1, 4:1, 7:1 and 1:4. 
The values of δ reach their maximum at around 1012 cm−2 and diminish 
to zero at higher densities.

Next, we characterize the temperature dependence of these insulat-
ing states. Figure 3c, d shows the 2D maps of δ(nt, nb) at 23 K and 35 K, 
respectively; the optical signatures of these insulating features are 
weaker than those found at 4 K (see also Extended Data Fig. 8). From 
these temperature-dependence studies, we find that the 1:1, 4:1 and 7:1 
features exhibit different thermodynamic stabilities, and persist up to 
40 K, 30 K and 23 K, respectively.

Bilayer Wigner crystals
We attribute the unexpected insulating states to bilayer Wigner crystals 
(Fig. 4a). As discussed, the large effective masses of carriers22,23 and weak 
Coulomb screening in a TMD heterostructure are conducive to Wigner 
crystal formation. Furthermore, theoretical studies have predicted that 
the inter-layer Coulomb interactions stabilize a bilayer Wigner crystal 
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phase relative to two uncoupled single-layer Wigner crystals16. Unlike 
generalized Wigner crystals in moiré superlattices that exist only at 
particular fillings12–15, the bilayer Wigner crystals observed in our system 
are stable for a continuous range of total density with a fixed doping 
ratio of top and bottom layers.

To understand the formation of bilayer Wigner crystals, we consider 
a model in which the inter-layer interaction is treated as a perturbation 
to two monolayer Wigner crystals and the stable bilayer lattices form 
only at particular nt:nb values at which two triangular lattices form 
commensurate stacking (Fig. 4). Geometrical considerations dictate 
that the first few nt:nb to form commensurate lattices are 1:1, 3:1, 4:1 and 
7:1 (Fig. 4b; see Supplementary Information for details), consistent 
with our experimental observation. Given that a typical inter-electron 
separation is about 6 nm at n ≈ 1 × 1012 cm−2 and a suitable inter-layer 
separation (considering the thickness of MoSe2) is 1.6 nm, the observa-
tion that this simple ‘weak-coupling’ model matches our experimental 
data is surprising. However, previous studies have shown that the highly 
anisotropic dielectric constants of hBN (ref. 30) and non-local screen-
ing effects31 can substantially reduce inter-layer Coulomb interactions 
relative to intra-layer interactions (see Supplementary Information 
for discussions), providing a possible rationale for the weak-coupling 
scenario. We note that these simple considerations do not explain why 
the 3:1 feature appears at a lower temperature than the 1:1, 4:1 and 7:1 
features in device D1 (Extended Data Fig. 4). This observation suggests 
that the thermodynamic stability of each lattice may depend on other 
extrinsic factors (for example, disorder, lattice strain or reconstruc-
tion), which requires further study. In addition to insulating states 
appearing at specific density ratios, the umklapp resonances, which 
have recently been identified as another signature of Wigner crystals32, 
are also observed from D1 (see Extended Data Fig. 10).

The density and temperature dependences of the insulating states, 
as inferred from Figs. 2 and 3, provide insight into the nature of the 

quantum and thermal melting of the Wigner crystal. With increasing 
electron density, the kinetic energy of the electrons increases faster 
than the potential energy, eventually melting the Wigner crystal. Nota-
bly, at 4 K, the Fermi energy (EF) of the electrons near the critical density 
(EF ≈ 10 meV (refs. 22,23) near nt (or nb) of 3 × 1012 cm−2) is much larger 
than the thermal energy (kBT ≈ 0.3 meV), and thus the system exhibits 
a quantum melting behaviour. This transition occurs at rs ≈ 11, where rs 
is the interaction parameter, defined as the ratio of Coulomb to Fermi 
energies (see Methods)4.

Phase diagram
Figure 4c shows a 2D map of δ(nt, nb) for nt:nb = 1:1 as a function of n and 
T. Taking δ > 0 as a proxy for the interaction-driven insulating state, the 
phase boundary between an electron solid and a liquid can be approxi-
mated by the δ = 0 line (dashed line in Fig. 4c). This experimentally 
extracted phase boundary resembles the generic theoretical phase 
diagram of a Wigner crystal33 that exhibits the quantum and thermal 
phase transitions.

To obtain a qualitative understanding of the bilayer Wigner crystal 
phase diagram, we calculate the phonon spectrum for the classical 
bilayer Wigner crystal and estimate the melting curve via a modi-
fied Lindemann criterion appropriate to two dimensions4,34. Spe-
cifically, we assume that melting occurs when the ratio between the 
root-mean-square fluctuations of the nearest-neighbour electron dis-
tance and the lattice constant exceeds a critical value (the Lindemann 
parameter γ: see Supplementary Information for details). Here we focus 
on the ratio 1:1. Previous studies have found that the γ value for the 
bilayer crystal is dependent on the inter-layer separation35. We therefore 
treat it as a fitting parameter. Matching to the T = 4 K critical density, 
we find γ ≈ 0.56. We contrast this with the monolayer Wigner crystal, 
in which numerical simulations4,36 have shown γ ≈ 0.1–0.3. The large 
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black parts) represents a calculated melting curve assuming a Lindemann 
parameter γ ≈ 0.56. Below a density of about 1.4 × 1012 cm−2 (green part of the 
dashed line), theory predicts that the staggered triangular lattice structure 
becomes unstable, giving way to a sequence of structural transitions34,46 
(Supplementary Fig. 5).
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value of γ in our system, which is a direct reflection of the high critical 
density observed in the experiment, indicates the enhanced stability of 
the bilayer crystal. As shown in Fig. 4d, a melting curve calculated with 
a modified Lindemann criterion tracks the experimentally determined 
δ(nt, nb) map in Fig. 4c well (see also Extended Data Fig. 9). While the 
fitting procedure described here yields a melting curve compatible 
with experimental data, further experimental and theoretical work is 
needed to understand the mechanism of the dramatic enhancement 
of stability of the bilayer crystal.

We note that the critical density and temperature scales for melting 
in Fig. 4c are most likely to be overestimates of the true values. Indeed, 
the δ = 0 line in Fig. 4c is more precisely understood as a crossover 
to the insulating regime, which would precede the establishment of 
long-range order. The robustness of insulating states for specific nt:nb 
values nevertheless suggests that even in the presence of disorder37, 
the Wigner crystal domains are still sufficiently large to establish local 
crystalline order. Further optical and transport studies are required 
to interrogate the interplay between the crystalline correlations and 
disorder in greater detail6,38,39.

Discussion and outlook
Our observations of bilayer Wigner crystals in atomically thin semicon-
ductor heterostructures without a magnetic field or moiré potential 
open up new avenues for creating and manipulating these collective 
quantum phases of electrons6,38–40. With electrically tunable carrier 
density and coupling strength, these devices should enable studies 
of quantum and classical phase transitions in engineered many-body 
correlated systems40. Wigner crystals based on other atomically thin 
TMDs may also enable, for instance, the study of Wigner crystallization 
of holes with large spin–orbit coupling. Unlike a single-layer Wigner 
crystal, which has only one stable lattice structure, bilayer Wigner 
crystals exhibit a rich structural phase diagram depending on their 
filling ratios and coupling strength (Supplementary Figs. 5, 6), and 
possess unique collective modes such as optical phonons34,41. They can 
be controlled and probed both optically and electrically, and may be 
readily integrated with functional substrates to create on-chip devices 
for quantum simulations42,43. One intriguing possibility involves the 
realization and exploration of tunable spin Hamiltonians that could be 
used for creating exotic spin states42,43, opening up new ways to simu-
late and manipulate spin dynamics in various lattice geometries44,45.
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Methods

Device fabrication
Monolayer MoSe2 and hBN flakes were exfoliated from bulk crystals47 
onto silicon substrates with a 285-nm silicon oxide layer. Monolayers of 
MoSe2 were identified under an optical microscope and verified via PL 
measurements. The thickness of hBN flakes was measured by an atomic 
force microscope. Then we fabricated the hBN/MoSe2/hBN/MoSe2/hBN 
heterostructure using a tear-and-stack technique with a dry transfer 
method48; a monolayer of MoSe2 was torn into two pieces which were 
then stacked without introducing any rotation between them. This 
heterostructure was then transferred onto the bottom gate (1-nm Cr 
and 9-nm Pd/Au alloy), pre-patterned by electron-beam lithography and 
thermal evaporation. Then top gates (1-nm Cr and 9-nm Pd/Au alloy) 
were defined with electron-beam lithography and deposited via thermal 
evaporation. Finally, we made electrical contacts to the MoSe2 and the 
gates using 5-nm Cr and 90-nm Au deposited via thermal evaporation 
to connect them to the wire-bonding pads.

Optical spectroscopy
Optical measurements were carried out in a home-built confocal micro-
scope with a 4 K cryostat from Montana Instruments and a Bluefors 
dilution refrigerator. The apochromatic objective used has a numerical 
aperture of 0.75. We excited the sample using a 660-nm-wavelength 
diode laser for the PL measurements. The incident laser power ranges 
from 100 nW to 10 µW, and we did not observe a strong power depend-
ence of the feature in this power range. We obtained the reflectance 
spectra by illuminating the sample with a broadband light source, using 
a halogen lamp (Thorlabs SLS201L) and a supercontinuum laser from 
NKT Photonics, with an average power of 10–100 nW. The spectra were 
measured by a spectrometer using either a 300 lines per mm or a 1,200 
lines per mm grating and a Princeton Instruments camera (PIXIS 2048). 
The gate voltages were supplied by two Keithley 2400 sourcemeters.

Estimation of doping density and ratio
Since we only extract the carrier density from the region where both lay-
ers are doped with electrons, the quantum capacitance of the two layers 
is much larger than the geometric gate capacitances. Because the total 
capacitance is dominated by the smallest individual capacitance for 
capacitors in series, the capacitance of our device can be approximated 
by the geometric capacitance. Furthermore, the hBN between the two 
layers of MoSe2 also has a negligible contribution to the total capaci-
tance since its thickness (1 nm) is much smaller than either the top- or 
bottom-gate dielectric thickness (~20 nm). In this case, the electron den-
sity in both layers can be simply obtained from the parallel-plate capaci-
tor model as nt = ε0εhBN∆Vtg /dtg and nb = ε0εhBN∆Vbg /dbg, where ε0 is the 
vacuum permittivity, εhBN ≈ 3.9 is the dielectric constant of hBN (ref. 49)  
dtg (dbg) is the thicknesses of the top (bottom) hBN gate dielectric, and 
∆Vtg (∆Vbg) is the applied top (bottom) gate voltage relative to the onset 
voltage corresponding to the conduction band edge (see Extended Data 
Fig. 7 for an example of a band edge), which can be extracted from the 
2D map shown in Fig. 2. We can also estimate the density based on the 
blueshift of excitons32,50 which is within 10% of the density estimated 
by this simple capacitance model (Supplementary Fig. 2). Because of 
the linear relationship between ∆n and ∆Vg, the filling ratio nt:nb along 
the linear features in Fig. 2 can be extracted by nt:nb = ∆nt/∆nb = ∆Vtgdbg/
∆Vbgdtg, which only depends on the voltage slope of the features and 
the thicknesses of hBN. We note that since the reflection of X0 exhibits 
complex lineshapes (Extended Data Fig. 1) due to multiple interfer-
ences between the X0 reflectance and the substrate, it is more reliable 
to extract ∆nt/∆nb from the integrated X0 PL intensity. To do so, we took 
the second derivative of the X0 PL intensity with respect to the electric 
field (∆Vtg /dtg − ∆Vbg /dbg) and obtained the slope of the local minimum 
of the second derivative (Supplementary Fig. 3). The values obtained 
from directly fitting the PL data in Fig. 2 yield similar results.

Resistance from optical detection
The optically detected resistance and capacitance measurements were 
carried out in a home-built confocal microscope with a 4 K cryostat 
(Extended Data Fig. 6). We applied a d.c. voltage Vtg plus an additional 
a.c. modulation voltage, 

∼
V∆ , using a function generator. The a.c. volt-

age had a peak-to-peak amplitude of 30 mV with frequencies varying 
from 1 kHz to 10 kHz. The data in Extended Data Fig.  6 were measured 
with a frequency of 5.731 kHz. The bottom-gate voltage was supplied 
by a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter. A continuous-wave Ti:sapphire laser 
from M Squared was used to detect the change of excitonic reflectance 
due to the carrier concentration change in the top MoSe2 monolayer 
at its neutral exciton resonance. The incident laser power ranges from 
100 µW to 300 µW. The reflected light is collected with an avalanche 
photodiode (Thorlabs APD 430A) and its a.c. variation is analysed using 
a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research SR830).

Following the effective circuit model presented in ref. 12, the optical 
contrast change ∆OC induced by the a.c. voltage is given by
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where ω is the excitation frequency, e is the electron charge, and � = ∆OC/
∆ñ is the optical detection responsivity at the probed spot, which is 
constant for the fixed bottom-gate voltage. CQ and R are the quantum 
capacitance and resistance of the region covered by the top gate, respec-
tively. A2 is the area of the TMD gated by the bottom gate but not covered 
by the top gate. C1 and CB are the geometric capacitances between the 
TMD and the top and bottom gates in the region covered by the top 
gate, and C2 is the capacitance formed between the bottom gate and the 
part of the TMD not covered by the top gate. These capacitances can be 
evaluated from the single parallel plate model using the respective gate 
dielectric thickness, area, and the dielectric constant of hBN. The optical 
detection responsivity, �, can be obtained at high Vtg, where the quantum 
capacitance, CQ, is much larger than the geometric capacitances so the 
effective capacitance Ceff is only due to contributions from the geometric 
capacitances. We can also estimate � based on the gate dependence 
of the sample reflectance for each gate voltage, which agrees with the 
value from large Vtg. Therefore, based on these values, we can extract 
the values of CQ and R under specific top and bottom d.c. voltages.

Estimating the interaction parameter rs

For characterizing quantum melting, it is conventional to introduce 
a dimensionless parameter rs, the ratio of the Coulomb energy to the 
Fermi energy, or equivalently the ratio of the average inter-electron 
distance to the effective Bohr radius. For 2D systems, rs is given by 
(me2/4πħ2εε0)/(πn)1/2, where m is the electron effective mass, ε is 
the dielectric constant and n is the electron density. We estimate a 
critical rs of ~11 based on the a single layer density n of 3 × 1012 cm−2, a 
dielectric constant ε of 4.5, and an electron effective mass of 0.8me 
(ref. 23). We note that the Coulomb energy in our system deviates from 
the unscreened Coulomb potential at small inter-electron distance, 
which can change the value slightly (see Supplementary Information 
for additional discussion).

Data availability
The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings of 
this study are available from the corresponding authors upon reason-
able request.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Optical spectroscopic characterization of device D1 
at T = 4 K. a, A spatial map of integrated PL intensity at (0 V, 0 V). The PL 
intensity from the MoSe2/hBN/MoSe2, which is quite uniform throughout the 
entire region, is stronger than that from the monolayer regions, suggesting 
that both MoSe2 layers maintain their direct bandgap. b, Reflection contrast  
R/R0 at (0 V, 0 V). c, Representative PL spectra taken from the gated region of 
device D1 at 4 K. We find the standard deviation of the exciton energy across the 
gated region to be about 1 meV, much less than the exciton linewidth. The inset 
shows the spots where the PL spectra were collected, with the colour of the dot 
and of the spectrum curve matching each other. The dashed line encloses the 
bilayer region covered by both top and bottom gates. d, The linewidth of the 
neutral exciton X0 as a function of total electron density n, measured along 
nt:nb = 1:1 and 2:1, compared with a monolayer MoSe2. e, 2D maps of X0 linewidth 

as a function of Vtg/dtg and Vbg/dbg. Free charge carriers in MoSe2 can interact 
with X0 by introducing additional scattering, which leads to the broadening of 
X0 (refs. 20,21). The features I, II and IV are defined in the same way as in Fig. 2. 
Along the nt:nb = 1:1 and 4:1 features (I and II), we observe narrower X0 linewidth. 
This is further corroboration that the system is in insulating states along these 
density ratios. The blue, red and yellow dashed lines represent the linecuts 
where we extract data shown in the same colour in d. For large Vtg and Vbg (top 
right corner of the graph), the intensity of X0 becomes very weak and therefore 
the linewidth cannot be reliably extracted. f, 2D maps of integrated charged 
exciton emission (XT) as a function of Vtg/dtg and Vbg/dbg. The features I–IV are 
defined in the same way as in Fig. 2. We observe reduced XT emission along 
features I and II (Fig. 2b).
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Gate dependence of PL spectra from device D1 at 4 K. 
a–c, PL spectra as a function of Vbg with a fixed Vtg of 0 V (a), 2.5 V (b) and 5 V (c). 
d–f, PL spectra as a function of Vtg with a fixed Vbg of 0 V (d), 1.5 V (e) and 4 V (f). 
When the top (bottom) MoSe2 is intrinsic or highly doped, the application of  
Vbg (Vtg) mainly modifies the response of the bottom (top) layer. Here X0b and X0t 
represent the neutral exciton from the bottom and the top layer, respectively, 
while XTb and XTt represent the charged exciton from the bottom and the top 

layer, respectively. On the basis of such gate dependence, we can distinguish 
the contributions from the top versus the bottom layer when they have 
non-degenerate optical response (when the filling ratio is not 1:1). At 
intermediate gate voltage (b, e), however, the total PL of the neutral exciton is 
enhanced at a particular voltage configuration (denoted as I), corresponding 
to the feature I observed in Fig. 2.



Extended Data Fig. 3 | Gate dependence of reflectance spectra from device D1 at 4 K. a–f, As for Extended Data Fig. 2 but for normalized reflectance, R/R0; the 
spectra are normalized to the background reflectance when both MoSe2 layers are highly doped with electrons.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Optical characterization of device D1 at 100 mK.  
a, b, 2D maps of integrated neutral exciton X0 PL (a) and the second derivative 
of X0 PL intensity with respect to the electric field (b), as a function of Vtg/dtg and 
Vbg/dbg. The density ratios can be determined from the troughs in b. We added 
guide lines I, II, III and V, which correspond to constant density ratio nt:nb of 1:1, 
4:1, 7:1 and 3:1, respectively.



Extended Data Fig. 5 | Observation of bilayer Wigner crystals in another 
MoSe2/hBN/MoSe2 device, D2, at 4 K. a, PL spectrum of D2 at zero gate bias. 
Inset, a microscope image of D2. In this device, the inter-layer hBN thickness is 
1.6 nm. The white and yellow dashed lines indicate top and bottom monolayer 
MoSe2, respectively. Scale bar, 10 µm. b, c, 2D maps of neutral exciton X0 
reflectance contrast R/R0 (b) and integrated X0 PL (c), as a function of Vtg/dtg and 
Vbg/dbg. The emerging insulating feature I corresponds to a density ratio of 

nt:nb = 1:1, with a lower critical density than found in device D1; we did not 
observe insulating states at other density ratios. Taken together, this suggests 
that bilayer Wigner crystals are less stable for this larger inter-layer separation. 
d–f, Gate-dependence of PL spectra from device D2 at 4 K with a fixed Vtg of 0 V 
(d), 0.8 V (e) and 2 V (f). g–i, As d–f but with a fixed Vbg of 0 V (g), 0.725 V (h) and 
2 V (i). Such gate-dependent behaviours are similar to those of D1.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Optically detected resistance and capacitance 
measurements of device D1 at 4 K. a, Schematic of the optically detected 
resistance and capacitance measurements of device D1 with a partial top gate 
and a global back gate (grey area at top and bottom, respectively). The green 
layers are hBN dielectrics. A d.c. bias is applied to the top and bottom gates  
(Vtg and Vbg, respectively) and a small a.c. bias (

∼
V∆ ) is superimposed on the top 

gate voltage. When the frequency of the a.c. voltage is high (typically a few kHz 
in our experiment), no charge can be injected from the metal contact into 
MoSe2, but there is charge redistribution between region 1 and region 2. The 
dynamics of such charge redistribution provide information on the quantum 
capacitance and resistance of the gated region, which can be probed by the 
reflectance change of excitons in the ungated region 2 (here we represent the 
incident probe light using the red arrow). b, A spatial map of integrated PL 
intensity showing the extent of the t-MoSe2 and b-MoSe2 layers as yellow and 

white dashed lines, respectively. The green circle represents the detection 
spot. The solid red lines show the outline of the partial top gates. c, Reflection 
spectra from the spot indicated by the green circle in b at (0 V, 0 V). The red 
dashed line represents the continuous wave laser centred at 1.637 eV for 
probing resistance and capacitance. d, A 2D map of neutral exciton reflectance 
contrast at 1.637 eV as a function of Vtg/dtg and Vbg/dbg. Reflectance contrast is 
not affected by the d.c. bias applied to the local top gate, Vtg, as expected.  
e, f, 2D maps of the reflectance contrast change ∆OC which is in-phase (e) and 
out-of-phase (f) with the a.c. modulation voltage. We observe a reduction in the 
in-phase component X and an increase in the out-of-phase component Y along 
the 1:1 feature. The magnitude of |∆OC| is reduced along this feature.  
g, h, Extracted capacitance (g) and resistance (h) of region 1 based on the effective 
a.c. circuit model and equation presented in Methods. The coloured dashed lines 
indicate the bottom-gate voltages for the line profiles in Fig. 2d in the main text.



Extended Data Fig. 7 | Examples of procedures for estimating It(nt), Ib(nb) 
and δ. a, b, The integrated PL intensity from X0, I0, as a function of Vbg (Vtg) while 
keeping Vtg (Vbg) at a large value. Because the X0 emission from the heavily 
doped layer can be omitted, these values can used to estimate It(nt) and Ib(nb): 
that is, I0(nt, nb

+) = It(nt) + Ib(nb
+) = It(nt), and I0(nt

+, nb) = It(nt
+) + Ib(nb) = Ib(nb).  

Here nt
+ and nb

+ denote the heavily electron-doped top and bottom layer, 
respectively. We note the value of I0 only begins to decrease above a finite gate 
voltage, which corresponds to the conduction band minimum. On the basis of 
this, we can estimate the carrier density using ∆Vtg (∆Vbg), which is the applied 

top (bottom) gate voltage relative to the onset voltage corresponding to the 
conduction band edge. c, The value of I0 as function of Vbg while keeping Vtg at 
2.5 V (yellow curve). To calculate δ, we first subtract It(2.5 V) from the raw I0 data 
(red curve). The relative enhancement of the red curve with respect to the 
Ib(Vbg) curve (blue) represents the enhancement due to bilayer Wigner crystal 
formation. d, The value of δ at Vtg = 2.5 V determined using this method. We 
note that near the band edge δ becomes less than zero because of the MoSe2 
layer’s weak screening and the difficulties in estimating It(nt) or Ib(nb) when the 
layer is intrinsic.
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | 2D maps of integrated X0 PL intensity of device D1 as a 
function of Vtg/dtg and Vbg/dbg at various temperatures. a–i, 2D maps 
measured at temperatures (in K) of 4, 15, 17, 23, 30, 35, 40, 45 and 50, 

respectively. The insulating features become weaker and broader at higher 
temperatures and eventually disappear.



Extended Data Fig. 9 | 2D maps of γ and Γ as a function of total density n and 
temperature T. a, 2D map of Lindemann parameter γ. The dashed black and 
yellow line represents the contour of γ = 0.56, the phase boundary between the 
classical bilayer Wigner crystal and the electron liquid, estimated from the 
experimentally determined critical density at 4 K (see Supplementary 
Information for details). The white dashed line represents the density at which 
theory predicts the staggered triangular lattice structure becomes unstable, 
giving way to a sequence of structural transitions34. b, 2D map of Γ, which is the 

ratio of the average Coulomb energy to the thermally averaged kinetic energy 
per electron. The black dashed line represents Γ  = 17, also estimated from the 
experimentally determined critical density at 4 K. The black arrows along the x 
and y directions indicate respectively thermal melting and quantum melting of 
the bilayer Wigner crystal. We note that at finite temperatures Γ is not 
equivalent to the interaction parameter rs, which is the ratio of the Coulomb 
energy to the Fermi energy at 0 K (see Supplementary Information).
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Extended Data Fig. 10 | Umklapp scattering from Wigner crystals measured 
in device D1 at 4 K. a, The derivative of the reflectance contrast R/R0 with 
respect to photon energy E, as a function of bottom-layer carrier density nb, 
measured along nt:nb = 1 in device D1 at 4 K. In addition to the neutral exciton X0, 
an umklapp scattering peak may be seen, whose energy shifts linearly with 
carrier density. b, To further enhance the contrast of the features, we take the 
derivative of the reflectance contrast R/R0 with respect to Vbg; this clearly 
shows the evolution of both exciton X0 and its umklapp scattering. In the weak 

coupling regime, the exciton scattering will probably be dominated by the 
electrons from the same layer. In addition, for a bilayer Wigner crystal with the 
same density in each layer, the primitive unit cell is the same as that of each 
individual layer. On the basis of these considerations, we can estimate the 
exciton mass from the density dependence of the splitting between X0 and the 
umklapp peak. We estimate the exciton mass to be about 1.8me, which is in 
agreement with literature22, given the uncertainties in determining the slope of 
the energy shift and electron densities.




